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E. Ephrati and J.S. Rosensehein, Deriving conseusus in multiagent systems 
Consider the designers of a multiagent environment, who are charged with establishing the rules by which 
agents in an encounter will interact. Once the rules of encounter have been determined, each builder of each 
agent is free to design his own machine any way that he wants. However, the rules that were established will 
certainly affect the choices he makes in building his own agent. 
In this article we suggest an economic decision process that can be used to derive multiagent consensus, 
namely, the Clarke tax mechanism (E.H. Clarke, 1971). Consensus i  reached through the process of voting: 
each agent expresses its preferences, and a group choice mechanism is used to select he result. Clarke tax-like 
mechanisms provide a set of attractive alternatives for the designers of multiagent environments, particularly 
if those environments consist of individually motivated heterogeneous agents. 
The Clarke tax mechanism has many desirable properties uch as non-manipulability, individual rationality, 
and maximization of the agents’ global utility. However, though theoretically attractive, the Clarke tax presents 
a number of difficulties when one attempts to use it in practical implementations. This article examines how 
the Clarke tax could be used as an effective consensus mechanism in domains consisting of automated agents. 
In particular, we consider how agents can come to a consensus without needing to reveat full information 
about heir preferences, and without needing to generate alternatives prior to the voting process. 
I. Meiri, Combining qualitative and quantitative constraints in temporal reasoning 
This paper presents a general model for temporal reasoning that is capable of handling both qualitative and 
quantitative information. This model allows the representation a d processing of many types of constraints 
discussed in the literature to date, including metric constraints (restricting the distance between time points) 
and qu~itative, disjunctive constraints f specifying the relative position of temporal objects), Reasoning tasks 
in this unified framework are fo~ulated as constraint satisfaction problems and are solved by ~aditiona1 
constraint satisfaction techniques, uch as backtracking and path consistency. New classes of tractable problems 
are characterized, involving qualitative networks augmented by quantitative domain constraints, ome of which 
can be solved in polynomial time using arc and path consistency. 
Y. Xiang, A probabilistic framework for cooperative multi-agent distributed inter- 
pretation and optimization of communi~tion 
Multiply sectioned Bayesian etworks for single-agent systems are extended into a framework for cooperative 
multi-agent distributed interpretation systems. Bach agent is represented as a Bayesian subnet. We show that 
the semantics of the joint probability distribution of such a system is well defined under easonable conditions. 
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Unlike in single-agent systems where evidence is entered one subnet at a time, multiple agents may acquire 
evidence asynchronously in parallel. New communication operations are thus proposed to maintain global 
consistency. It may not be practical to maintain such consistency constantly due to the inter-agent “distance”. 
We show that, if the new operations are followed, between two successive communications, answers to queries 
from an agent are consistent with all local evidence. and are consistent with all global evidence gathered up 
to the last communication. 
During a communication operation, each agent is not available to process evidence for a period of time 
(called ofi[ine time). Two criteria for the minimization of the off-line time, which may commonly be used, 
are considered. We derive, under each criterion, the optimal schedules when the communication is initiated 
from an arbitrarily selected agent. 
J. Koehler, Planning from second principles 
Planning from second principles by reusing and modifying plans is one way of improving the efficiency of 
planning systems. In this paper, we study it in the general framework of deductive planning and develop a 
logical formalization of planning from second principles. which relies on a systematic decomposition of the 
planning process. 
Deductive inference processes with clearly defined semantics formalize each of the subtasks a second 
principles planner has to address. Plan modification, which comprises matching and adaptation tasks, is based 
on a deductive approach yielding provably correct modified plans. Description logics are introduced as query 
languages to plan libraries, which leads to a novel and efficient solution to the indexing problem in case-based 
reasoning. 
Apart from sequential plans, this approach enables a planner to reuse and modify complex plans containing 
control structures like conditionals and loops. 
F.J. Diez, Local conditioning in Bayesian networks 
Local conditioning (LC) is an exact algorithm for computing probability in Bayesian networks, developed as 
an extension of Kim and Pearl’s algorithm for singly-connected networks. A list of variables associated to 
each node guarantees that only the nodes inside a loop are conditioned on the variable which breaks it. The 
main advantage of this algorithm is that it computes the probability directly on the original network instead 
of building a cluster tree, and this can save time when debugging a model and when the sparsity of evidence 
allows a pruning of the network. The algorithm is also advantageous when some families in the network 
interact through AND/OR gates. A parallel implementation of the algorithm with a processor for each node 
is possible even in the case of multiply-connected networks. 
A.R. Golding and P.S. Rosenbloom, Improving accuracy by combining rule-based 
and case-based reasoning 
An architecture is presented for combining rule-based and case-based reasoning. The architecture is intended 
for domains that are understood reasonably well, but still imperfectly. It uses a set of rules, which are 
taken to be only approximately correct, to obtain a preliminary answer for a given problem; it then draws 
analogies from cases to handle exceptions to the rules. Having rules together with cases not only increases the 
architecture’s domain coverage. it also allows innovative ways of doing case-based reasoning: the same rules 
that are used for rule-based reasoning are also used by the case-based component to do case indexing and 
case adaptation. The architecture was applied to the task of name pronunciation, and, with minimal knowledge 
engineering, was found to perform almost at the level of the best commercial systems. Moreover, its accuracy 
was found to exceed what it could have achieved with rules or cases alone, thus demonstrating the accuracy 
improvement afforded by combining rule-based and case-based reasoning. 
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A. Plaat, J. Schaeffer, W. Pijls and A. de Bruin, Best-first fixed-depth minimax 
aigo~thms 
This article has three main contributions to OUT understanding of minimax search: 
First, a new formulation for Stockman’s SSS* algorithm, based on Alpha-Beta, is presented. It solves all 
the perceived rawbacks of SSS *, finally transforming it into a practical algorithm. In effect, we show that 
SSS* = Alpha-Beta+ transposition tables. The crucial step is the realization that transposition tables contain 
so-called solution trees, structures that are used in best-first search algo~thms like SSS*. Having created a 
practical version, we present performance measurements with tournament game-playing programs for three 
different minimax games, yielding results that contradict a number of publications. 
Second, based on the insights gained in our attempts at understanding SSS*, we present a framework that 
facilitates the construction of several best-first fixed-depth game-tree search algorithms, known and new. The 
framework is based on depth-first null-window Alpha-Beta search, enhanced with storage to allow for the 
~fining of previous earch results. It focuses attention on the essential differences between algorithms. 
Third, a new instance of this framework is presented. It performs better than algorithms that are currently 
used in most state-of-the-art game-playing programs. We provide experimental evidence to explain why this 
new algorithm, MTD( f), performs better than other fixed-depth minimax algorithms. 
F. Bacehus, A J. Grove, J.Y. Halpern and D. Keller, From statistical knowledge 
bases to degrees of belief 
An intelligent agent will often be uncertain about various properties of its environment, and when acting in 
that environment it will frequently need to quantify its uncertainty. For example, if the agent wishes to employ 
the expected-utility paradigm of decision theory to guide its actions, it will need to assign degrees of belief 
(subjective probabilities) to various assertions. Of course, these degrees of belief should not be arbi~~, but 
rather should be based on the information available to the agent, This paper describes one approach for inducing 
degrees of belief from very rich knowledge bases, that can include information about particular individuals, 
statistical correlations, physical aws, and default rules. We call our approach the random-worlds method. The 
method is based on the principle of indifference: it treats all of the worlds the agent considers possible as 
being equally likely. it is able to integrate qualitative default reasoning with quantitative probabilistic reasoning 
by providing a language in which both types of info~tion can be easily expressed. Our results show that a 
number of desiderata that arise in direct inference (reasoning from statistical info~ation to concIusions about 
individuals) and default reasoning follow directly from the semantics of random worlds. For example, random 
worlds captures important patterns of reasoning such as specificity, inheritance, indifference to irrelevant 
information, and default assumptions of independence. Furthermore, the expressive power of the language 
used and the intuitive semantics of random worlds allow the method to deal with problems that are beyond 
the scope of many other nondeductive r asoning systems. 
R. Khardon and D. Roth, Reasoning with models 
We develop a model-based approach to reasoning, in which the knowledge base is represented as a set of 
models (satisfying assigning) rather than a logical formula, and the set of queries is restricted. We show 
that for every propositional knowledge base (ire) there exists a set of characteristic models with the property 
that a query is true in KB if and only if it is satisfied by the models in this set. We characterize a set of 
functions for which the model-based representation is compact and provides efficient reasoning. These include 
cases where the formula-based representation does not support efficient reasoning. In addition, we consider 
the model-based approach to ahductive reasoning and show that for any propositional KB, reasoning with its 
model-based representation yields an abductive xplanation in time that is polynomial in its size. Some of 
our technical results make use of the rno~u~~ne theory, a new chamcte~~tion of Boolean functions recently 
introduced. 
The notion of resmricted queries is inherent in our approach. This is a wide class of queries for which 
reasoning is efficient and exact, even when the model-based representation KB provides only an approximate 
representation of the domain in question. 
Moreover, we show that the theory developed here generalizes the model-based approach to reasoning with 
Horn expressions and captures even the notion of reasoning with Horn approx~mat;ons. 
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